hello!
salut!
hallo!
¡hola!

choose your language

“Salut!” is spoken and highlighted on hover, no selection is made
¡hola!
salut!
hallo!
¡hola!

“Hello!” is spoken and highlighted on hover, English is selected.
talking or quiet?

meow

"Talking or quiet?" is spoken
talking or quiet?

meow

Nothing is spoken on hover, no selection is made.
talking or quiet?

meow

Meow" is spoken on hover, speaking is selected.
It's bright out here

It's dark out here

change the colours

“Change the colours” is spoken
It’s bright out here

It’s dark out here
I’m big
I’m small

"Change the size" is spoken
"I'm big" is spoken and highlighted on hover. "I'm big" is selected.
I like to move slowly

I like to move quickly

"Change the speed" is spoken
I like to move slowly

I like to move quickly

change the speed
let's play a game!

hooray!

finished!
I want to go on the see saw too!